Younger, middle-aged, and older adults show similar accuracy in identifying facial expressions of emotion. Older adults showed a larger-amplitude and preponderantly left-hemispheric N170 event-related potential component. Compensatory mechanisms may explain age-equivalent performance in emotion Identification.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: Aging is known to alter the processing of facial expressions of emotion (FEE), however the impact of this alteration is less clear. Additionally, there is little information about the temporal dynamics of the neural processing of facial affect. Methods: We examined behavioral and neural age-related changes in the identification of FEE using event-related potentials. Furthermore, we analyze the relationship between behavioral/neural responses and neuropsychological functioning. To this purpose, 30 younger adults, 29 middle-aged adults and 26 older adults identified FEE. Results: The behavioral results showed a similar performance between groups. The neural results showed no significant differences between groups for the P100 component and an increased N170 amplitude in the older group. Furthermore, a pattern of asymmetric activation was evident in the N170 component. Results also suggest deficits in facial feature decoding abilities, reflected by a reduced N250 amplitude in older adults. Neuropsychological functioning predicts P100 modulation, but does not seem to influence emotion identification ability. Conclusions: The findings suggest the existence of a compensatory function that would explain the ageequivalent performance in emotion identification. Significance: The study may help future research addressing behavioral and neural processes involved on processing of FEE in neurodegenerative conditions. Ó 2018 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Emotion identification is a key element of nonverbal communication, with emotions often expressed through changes in facial expression, eye contact, body posture and movement. Across the life span, accurate identification of emotional expressions is essential for successful interpersonal functioning (Carstensen et al., 1997) . Inferring the emotions that others are experiencing is an important feature in avoiding conflict and providing social support. Furthermore, intact emotion identification skills are essential to regulate behavior. For instance, individuals may selectively attend and approach to positive stimuli to elicit positive feelings and avoid negative ones (Gross et al., 2006) .
The dynamic integration theory attributes the ''positivity effect" to greater cognitive demands required to process negative
